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First impressions - The Halifax Home

Executive summary:
The Halifax flagship
experience.
It’s no secret that high street banking has
changed radically in the past decade.
Transactional data reveals that branch visits
are less frequent whilst digital interactions are
exponentially increasing - the inference is that
the format is obsolete and the future is web
based.
Lloyds Banking Group disagreed, they knew the
answer was relevant experiences with focused
purpose - the currency of future bank branches
is expertise, education and engagement helping every customer manage their financial
needs with confidence.
Located in high footfall locations, the flagship
format is the epitome of the new strategic
objective to deliver differentiated branch
experiences for each of their brands, Oxford
Street is the first iteration for the Halifax brand.
The key objective for the flagship is to
showcase the brand at its very best, its
products, services and knowledge presented
within the most un-bank-like customer
experience.

It is an experience designed to demonstrate the
depth of the product offer, amplify the financial
expertise and to create a test-and-learn ‘lab’
setting for innovations in technology and new
customer propositions. More holistically, it
is a space in which the brand can deliver its
un-bank-like and down-to-earth core values
through tangible and memorable customer
interactions.
Leveraging Halifax’s heritage and market
strength as the leading UK mortgage lender,
the brand experience has been imagined as a
Halifax ‘Home’, this is brought to life across all 3
floors.
The central focus of the 13,500 sqft space is to
re-imagine the traditional transactional banking
model, to create a space that is approachable,
engaging and advisory, welcoming both
customers and non-customers alike. It employs
over 50 colleagues and is open every day
except for Christmas Day with extended hours
to recognise its customers’ busy lives.

Exterior treatment - creating impact & kerb appeal

A brand brief to create the most un-banklike, bank experience; a customer challenge
to effectively re-imagine the traditional,
transactional banking model; a core business
need for innovation - together were the
measure of the project ambition.
It was imperative that the experience leveraged
Halifax’s heritage and market strength as the
leading mortgage lender in the UK, creating
a physical platform for Halifax colleagues to
engage and help customers navigate to their
most complex financial needs.
The flagship project objectives were;

Case study overview:
Outline of project brief.
The project is part of the differentiated format
strategy. The flagship had to be an iconic, high
footfall location within central London - the
original Burton Group head office building on
the junction of Oxford Street and Tottenham
Court Road was the perfect fit.

- Enhance service levels; perception and actual.
- Increase Self-service usage; to satisfy
customer needs for convenience.
- Flagship acts as Brand beacon; creating
positive brand affinity.
- Increasing customer ‘needs met’; a 5-point
service performance metric for colleagues.
- Testing Innovative Propositions; creating ‘live’
measurable performance for innovations.

The Home Hub - helping customers navigate a complex process

Whilst 90% of everyday banking is now fulfilled
online, face-to-face contact with experts still
remains important to customers when dealing
with their finances, especially for complex
decisions that need individual consideration
and in depth knowledge.
The target audience is this mindset, the branch
format is aimed at anyone (not just Halifax
customers) who needs extra help with the key
financial moments in their lives - such as home
buying and moving; saving for life events;
travel; setting their kids on the right track.
For home buyers, this was validated with
an eight week research and collaboration
programme with London residents, identifying
the most credible role Halifax could play
in customers lives around ‘home’ and then
defining a branch experience that would add
most value.
Key pain points identified were lack of clarity,
structure and visibility around the end-to-end
process.
A lack of knowledge in balancing functional
vs emotional decisions and how to relate to
individual circumstances: the gap between
expectations and reality, especially in London.

Not feeling in control of the process and,
for some, not trying in the first place: due to
anxiety or misconception.
The traditional branch journeys aren’t ignored,
just delivered in more playful ways to make
the task more engaging and the branch also
welcomes coffee lovers and business start-ups
into the Kitchen café for an award winning latte
made by a fantastic social enterprise.

Description.
Branch format banking in the UK is the preserve
of B.A.U - Boring As Usual experiences - often
the differentiation exists only in the colour
of the walls with efficiency focused metrics
creating generic customer experiences.
The Halifax flagship cuts against this grain,
it used intense customer research and cocreation to discover real needs and challenged
the idea of what a bank should be, bringing
the experience into the 21st century with
an engaging, inviting environment for its
customers.
Based on the group strategy, the Lloyds
Banking Group Branch Formats & Design team
established the commercial brief customer
vision for the flagship, aligning the multiple
internal stakeholders and product owners
involved.
The relaxed feeling of a home is at the heart of
our concept, we welcome our guests in with
a friendly face and share our down-to-earth
advice in a relaxed, playful setting. Helping our
guests explore and realise their plans, hopes
and dreams is the very essence of the Halifax
experience.
In our home, the colleagues are our ‘family’
who are there to host, chat and help.
Just like a real family, we celebrate our
different characters but also unite behind
a common bond; straightforward advice,
confidence and tools to help our customers
navigate financial journeys.

We encourage our customers to feel at home,
the heart of our space is communal but our
rooms mirror the help they seek – from a quick,
friendly chat in the kitchen over a cup of tea to
a private conversation in the study – the heart
of our home is the communal table, a place to
learn, discover, chat and explore real and digital
conversations.
The team worked in partnership with The
Honest Brand agency to bring the vision to life
with a unique customer experience and interior
environment. Multiple specialist partners
were involved when needed, such as planning
consultants, digital strategy, digital delivery
and display as well as other technology and
construction specialists. A social enterprise
were engaged as a key partner for the food and
beverage offer available in the Kitchen.

Iteractive Travel Zone

The end-to-end implementation of the project
was undertaken by the LBG Transformation
Team, an expert collective encompassing
Recruitment, Training, IT development,
Communications, PR, Security and Marketing.

Customers are better informed than ever
before through online research, but filtering
that advice is a challenge, particularly for ‘big
ticket’ decisions like mortgages, and becomes a
barrier to decision-making.

Shortly after completion, the project achieved
a Silver rating on the RICS SKA environmental
assessment method, a highly notable
achievement for such a bespoke project.

Transactional financial activity has migrated
onto online and mobile channels. In-branch
footfall is dropping, with counter usage
decreasing by 11% annually. New challengers
are still relatively small but growing fast.

In total, with over 100 LBG colleagues involved
alongside multiple external providers, the
flagship project from design definition to
delivery is an outstanding example of ‘making
a difference together’ - a core value of Lloyds
Banking Group.

Overview of market.
The way people do their banking/make
financial decisions is changing - so the bank
branch experience and design must also
change:

Existing branch propositions were no longer fit
for purpose for staff in terms of an increasing
need for them to deliver consultative advice
to customers. Colleagues needed more tools,
flexibility, and better technology to do their job.

Flagship - launch party

Key Fact.
Halifax Flagship launch date 21st May 2018.

Basement floor - safe deposit & private rooms

The Study meeting roomset & Basement floor private room

Results:
Objectives.
The first Flagship Branch for the Halifax brand
success is way beyond expectations – it’s now
the benchmark for future branch initiatives,
whether physical or interactive. The following
results are testament to its effectiveness in
terms of service levels, design, and overall
experience. Combined, they are proof positive
that customers are getting the personalised
service that addresses their needs, that the
branch is significantly over performing versus
the control group, and that the branch is
positively influencing customer perception of
the Halifax brand.

The Flagship was measured through the
following key success factors versus the control
group
*Enhancing service levels.
*Increase Self-service usage.
*Flagship acts as Brand beacon.
*Increasing customer ‘needs met’.
*Testing Innovative Propositions.

* REDACTED CONFIDENTIAL DATA *

The Kitchen - out of hours event

Flagship Events Overview.

Attendee Testimonials.

All events held at the flagship are to inspire,
educate and connect with the local community.
May 2018 to date the store has ran over 60
events with over 660 attendees.

“Really good session nice to be able to talk
to someone in person and find an agreement
in principle. Would recommend to other for
information on home buying”

Events include;
Your home - stepping up on the Property
Ladder, Understand Housing Schemes, Interior
Design.
For the younger audience - Kids code club,
Microsoft Minecraft, Teens in Tech Jet, Set and
Fly – Talking all things travel, top destination.

“Great event, very informative, my wife will be
dragging me to John Lewis on the weekend”

There are a number of charities, schools and
universities that have been supported with the
Digital Education events.

“This was amazing! Thank you Halifax and
Google, this was great, very informative, I have
learnt a lot today and the extra part about the
cover letter, well done and thanks”

“Excellent”
“My daughters love code club, they look
forward to visiting Halifax”

The Kitchen - Change Please story

Flagship Refreshments
Overview.
Refreshments are a way to welcome people
into the branch, encourage dwell time and
demonstrate the banks commitment to the
local community, its businesses and LBG’s
socially responsible agenda.
Over 5,000 hot drinks and over 2,000 food
items have been sold.
Feedback cards have shown that coffee
and service is great, with many call outs for
individual members of staff.

The social enterprise partnership story is
hugely powerful and is told at all points in the
customer journey, cups, coasters, hanging
framed pictures and social media

Supporting material - social commentary, news articles, reactions, opinions.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/money/saving/
article-5891613/Inside-biggest-bank-branchBritain-Halifax-Tottenham-Court-Road.html

https://www.lovemoney.com/news/74901/
bank-branch-future-look-like-halifax-lloydsnationwide-rbs-natwest-metro-bank-lutonslough-closing

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/lloyds-branches-out-by-opening-caf-megastore m88hgkdxz
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/imaginative-banks-are-seizing-the-chance-to-restore-theirstreet-cred-rhqt9m8n6

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/halifax-banks-on-the-uks-biggest-branch-jp09mzgtq

https://www.bankingtech.com/2018/06/halifax-unveils-mega-branch-in-london/

Testimonial.
“Our new Halifax flagship branch represents everything that is great about the Halifax truly putting
people and technology together to provide a much more engaging and immersive experience for
our customers. My self and the team are incredibly proud to be reimagining what a high street
bank looks like, leading the way and trending new ways of working. But it’s peoples reactions to
the branch that pleases me the most. The words I hear daily is ‘WOW is this really a bank’ everyone
truly appreciates the effort that has been made to create an experience that has been designed to
welcome them in and spend the time they need to get help and support on their terms and at their
pace. Whether that’s by attending one of our informal events , sitting down over a great cup of
coffee made by Change Please in our kitchen with an expert or through self discovery on our touch
tables. I can really see how very different people are reacting to our new space compared to a
traditional branch. It’s amazing to be part of!”
Joanne Griffiths, Halifax Flagship Senior Bank Manager
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